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Alternative splicing modulates expression of most human genes. The kinetic model of cotranscriptional splicing
suggests that slow elongation expands and that fast elongation compresses the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ for
recognition of upstream splice sites, thereby increasing or decreasing inclusion of alternative exons. We tested the
model using RNA polymerase II mutants that change average elongation rates genome-wide. Slow and fast
elongation affected constitutive and alternative splicing, frequently altering exon inclusion and intron retention in
ways not predicted by the model. Cassette exons included by slow and excluded by fast elongation (type I) have
weaker splice sites, shorter flanking introns, and distinct sequence motifs relative to ‘‘slow-excluded’’ and ‘‘fast-
included’’ exons (type II). Many rate-sensitive exons are misspliced in tumors. Unexpectedly, slow and fast elongation
often both increased or both decreased inclusion of a particular exon or retained intron. These results suggest that
an optimal rate of transcriptional elongation is required for normal cotranscriptional pre-mRNA splicing.
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The cellular transcription andmRNA processingmachin-
eries cooperate in order to couple the reactions they
perform in space and time. Coupling in space comprises
assembly of processing complexes at the site of tran-
scription through ‘‘recruitment’’ mechanisms that
often involve binding to the RNA polymerase II (Pol II)
C-terminal domain (CTD) (Bentley 2014). Coupling in
time means that processing complexes assemble and
often carry out their reactions before transcription is
completed (Beyer and Osheim 1988; Wetterberg et al.
1996; Pandya-Jones and Black 2009; Han et al. 2011;
Khodor et al. 2011; Tilgner et al. 2012). It is not known
whether temporal coupling is an accident of similar
kinetics for transcription and processing or instead is
a result of evolutionary selection. Because transcription is
polar, it enforces order on cotranscriptional events; for
example, upstream introns tend to be spliced before
downstream introns in a ‘‘first come, first served’’ (Aebi
et al. 1986) manner. Transcription elongation rate could
in theory affect cotranscriptional pre-mRNA processing
by setting the delay between synthesis of elements in the

nascent RNA that compete for protein factors or comple-
mentary RNA sequences. Slow elongation will lengthen
the window of opportunity for an upstream event to occur
on the nascent RNA before facing competition from
a sequence element further downstream (Kornblihtt et al.
2004; Dujardin et al. 2013; Bentley 2014).
Alternative splicing occurs on >90% of human pre-

mRNAs (Wang et al. 2008; Nilsen and Graveley 2010),
and its disruption causes misexpression of many genes in
cancer and other disease states (Venables et al. 2009;
David andManley 2010; Germann et al. 2012; Wang et al.
2012a). If alternative splice sites compete for assembly of
committed complexes, then slow elongation will favor
processing at upstream sites, resulting in inclusion of
alternative cassette exons (de la Mata et al. 2003). Con-
versely, fast elongation is predicted to reduce the compet-
itive advantage of upstream splice sites and favor exon
skipping (Fig. 1A). It has also been suggested that the
‘‘window of opportunity’’ model can influence alternative
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Figure 1. Testing how elongation rate affects alternative splicing. (A) The ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model for how elongation rate
affects alternative splicing. Slow elongation expands the window for recognition of the upstream 39 splice site before it must compete
with the downstream site, thereby favoring exon inclusion over skipping. (B) Expression of epitope-tagged human wild-type (WT) Amr

and mutants with slow (red) and fast (green) elongation rates. Western blot of extracts from doxycycline-induced HEK293 Flp-in cell
lines with anti B10 antibody and CstF77 loading control. (C) Scheme for measurement of elongation rates. Amanitin-resistant Rpb1
expression was induced with doxycycline, and cells were then treated with a-amanitin for 42 h to inhibit endogenous Pol II.
Transcription was inhibited with DRB, which arrests Pol II at the TSS. Nuclei were harvested from DRB-inhibited cells (t = 0) and at 10
min (t = 10) and 20 min (t = 20) after washing out the inhibitor. Nuclei were processed for GRO-seq with BrUTP labeling of nascent
transcripts. (D) Profiles of mean GRO-seq read counts for groups of the most highly transcribed genes with smoothing over 1-kb bins.
Average elongation rates were calculated from the composite plots. (E,F) Correlation between fold change in cassette exon inclusion/
exclusion in slow and fast Pol II mutants versus wild type as determined by RNA-seq and RASL-seq of a-amanitin-treated cells. Red
dots correspond to exons with significant changes in inclusion (FDR < 0.05). (G) GRO-seq reads on the highly transcribed PMAIP gene
that exhibits elongation-sensitive splicing (CI) (Supplemental Table 2) at the 10-min time point after DRB washout. Note that reads
from the slow R749H mutant do not extend as far downstream from the TSS as wild type and that reads from the fast E1126G mutant
extend further than wild type.



splicing by biasing competition between splicing en-
hancers and silencers (Dujardin et al. 2014).
Other regulatory influences on alternative splicing

operate independently of elongation rate, and the general
importance of kinetic effects on alternative splicing is an
open question (Lynch 2006; House and Lynch 2008;
Nilsen and Graveley 2010). ‘‘Kinetic competition’’ be-
tween the splice sites was proposed on the basis of
experiments using a slow Pol ΙΙ mutant (C4/R749H) that
stimulates inclusion of alternative exons in Fibronectin
(de la Mata et al. 2003) and several other genes (Ip et al.
2011). It is not known whether elongation rate can affect
alternative intron retention (Bell et al. 2010; Bicknell
et al. 2012; Wong et al. 2013), but this possibility is
suggested by the fact that constitutive splicing in yeast
and Drosophila is improved by a slow Pol II mutant and,
in yeast, is inhibited by a fast mutant (Khodor et al. 2011;
Braberg et al. 2013). A caveat of previous studies, how-
ever, is that it is not known whether the mutations that
alter Pol II elongation rate on naked DNA templates have
similar effects on natural genes in vivo.
How generally elongation rate alters alternative splic-

ing outcomes and how well the ‘‘window of opportunity’’
model accounts for these effects are poorly understood. It
is also unclear whether faster elongation has the opposite
effect on splicing of slower elongation as predicted by the
model. In vivo elongation rates of wild-type Pol II vary
between ;0.5 and >4 kb/min and may be regulated
(Danko et al. 2013; Veloso et al. 2014), but it is not known
whether cotranscriptional alternative splicing decisions
are sensitive to changes in elongation rate within this
range. We examined splicing in human cells expressing
Rpb1 point mutants that either accelerate or decelerate
average rates of elongation. Our results show that the
‘‘window of opportunity’’ model can account for only a
fraction of the effects of elongation rate on splicing.
Surprisingly, we found that fast and slow mutants often
disrupt splicing in the same way, suggesting that an
optimal rate of elongation is required to achieve a normal
balance of spliced isoforms.

Results

In vivo validation of human Pol II elongation rate
mutants

To investigate how transcription rate affects splicing in
human cells, we constructed cell lines that express mu-
tants (Fig. 1B) in conserved residues of the human Pol II
large subunit (Rpb1) implicated in elongation control
(Supplemental Fig. 1A). We previously made a human
version of the slow Drosophila C4 mutant (Chen et al.
1996) by substituting R749H in the funnel domain (de la
Mata et al. 2003). This mutation was introduced into an
expression vector for a-amanitin-resistant (N792D) Rpb1
that we refer to as wild-type Amr. A similar strategy was
used to make human versions of two well-characterized
mutations in the trigger loop of yeast Rpb1 that acceler-
ated or decelerated transcription in vitro (Malagon et al.
2006; Kaplan et al. 2008). H1085Y in the yeast Rpb1

mutates a contact with the b-phosphate of incomingNTPs
and slows transcription. E1103G in the yeast protein
stabilizes a triple a helix of the trigger loop and bridge
helix and accelerates transcription with a loss of fidelity
that is partially rescued by a-amanitin (Kaplan et al. 2008;
Kireeva et al. 2008). We made isogenic doxycycline-in-
ducible HEK293 cell lines of the homologous H1108Y and
E1126G mutants as well as C4/R749H by Flp-mediated
integration. The mutant proteins were expressed at levels
similar to that of wild-type Amr (Fig. 1B).
It is important to verify that the effects of Pol II

mutants on elongation rate in vitro also apply to chro-
mosomal genes in vivo. To determine in vivo elongation
rates, we used reversible inhibition of transcription by
DRB (Singh and Padgett 2009) combined with genome-
wide nuclear run-on sequencing (GRO-seq) (Fig. 1C; Core
et al. 2008). Cells were induced with doxycycline and
then treated with a-amanitin for 42 h so that the only Pol
II engaged on genes was the resistant mutant (see the
Materials and Methods). DRB was then added to arrest
the Amr polymerases at the transcription start site (TSS)
and clear them from gene bodies. When the DRB is
washed out, a wave of transcription travels through
genes, andwe followed its progress by sequencing nascent
RNA from nuclei harvested 10 and 20 min after the
medium change. The average elongation rate of wild-type
Amr Pol II under these conditions is ;1.7 kb/min (Fig.
1D), in good agreement with previous estimates (Boireau
et al. 2007; Jonkers et al. 2014; Veloso et al. 2014).
Although we cannot exclude the possibility that the
N792D mutation has some effect on elongation rate, we
compared this ‘‘wild-type’’ Amr Pol II with the mutants
under the same assay conditions. The R749H mutation
reduced the average elongation rate to ;0.5 kb/min, and
H1108Y caused an evenmore severe elongation defect (Fig.
1D). It is possible that the latter mutation inhibits recovery
from a DRB block. Conversely, the E1126G mutation
caused a small but significant increase in the average
elongation rate to ;1.9 kb/min. Similar results were
obtained using a smaller subset of common genes for
meta-analysis (Supplemental Fig. 2A). The effects of the
mutants on the average elongation rates are supported by
the results for individual highly expressed genes (Fig. 1G;
Supplemental Fig. 1B–F). In summary, these experiments
establish thatmutations in conserved residues of yeast and
fly Rpb1 faithfully maintain their altered elongation prop-
erties when transposed into human Pol II. These results
therefore validate our experimental approach by showing
that the in vitro elongation phenotypes of the Pol II
mutants apply widely in vivo on natural genes. In addition
to their effects on elongation rate, the mutants could have
additional unknown effects on polymerase function but
are unlikely to affect protein:protein interactions with Pol
II directly, as they are buried in the core of the enzyme.

Elongation rate mutants profoundly affect both exon
inclusion and skipping

We tested the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model (Fig. 1A) by
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) of polyA+ RNA from wild-
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type Amr and Rpb1 mutant cells treated with a-amanitin
for 42 h. Sequence reads were analyzed using a negative
binomial generalized linear model (GLM) implemented
by a modified edgeR approach (see the Materials and
Methods; Robinson et al. 2010) to identify changes in
alternative exon inclusion. Exonswhose splicing conforms
to the simplest form of the ‘‘window of opportunity’’
model (Fig. 1A) would be included when elongation is
slow (slow-included [SI]) and excluded when it is fast (fast-
excluded [FE]), andwe refer to these as type I. Exons that do
not conform with the model would be slow-excluded (SE)
and fast-included (FI), and we refer to them as type II.
Consistent with the model, we identified 1007 examples
(false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.05) of enhanced inclusion in
the C4/R749H slow mutant (type I) relative to wild-type
Amr out of 13,294 events sampled with more than nine
total reads (Fig. 2A; Table 1). Note that under these
conditions, changes in the abundance of long-lived splicing
isoforms are likely to be underestimated. Unexpectedly,

we found an even greater number of type II cases, 1148, in
which exon skipping was enhanced by the slow mutant
(Fig. 2A). A similar ratio of enhanced exon inclusion to
skipping in C4/R749H was obtained by MATS analysis
(Shen et al. 2012) of the same RNA-seq data sets. In two
biological replicates, MATS identified 192 and 244 cases
(P < 0.05) of enhanced inclusion (159 in common) and 192
and 265 cases (129 in common) of enhanced skipping in the
slow mutant. In contrast, no significant differences in
alternative exon inclusion were found between the repli-
cates of the wild-type Amr RNA. MATS identified fewer
examples in part because it filters out exons with <10%
inclusion. We conclude that, contrary to the prediction of
the simple ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model (Fig. 1A), slow
Pol II elongation enhanced skipping of alternative exons as
frequently as inclusion.
The fast E1126Gmutant also caused numerous changes

in alternative splicing of cassette exons. By edgeR analysis,
we identified 636 exons where skipping was enhanced

Figure 2. Enhanced exon inclusion in fast and slow Pol II mutants. (A) Venn diagram of elongation rate-sensitive cassette exons
detected by RNA-seq of polyA+ RNA from a-amanitin-treated cells expressing fast (E1126G) and slow (C4/R749H) mutants compared
with wild-type (WT) Amr Pol II. Events that are significantly different (FDR < 0.05) in mutants relative to wild-type Amr were identified
by the GLM likelihood ratio test (see the Materials and Methods). See also Table 1. Note extensive overlap between SI and FI (common
included [CI]) and between SE and FE (common excluded [CE]) exons. (B) Fast and slow Pol II trigger loop mutants both increase
inclusion of the alternatively spliced CD44 exons v4 v5. RT–PCR analysis of transcripts from a-amanitin-treated HEK293 cells
transfected with the pcDNA3-CD44 minigene (Stickeler et al. 2001) and expression vectors for wild type and slow and fast Rpb1
mutants. 32P-labeled RT–PCR products were quantified by PhosphorImager and normalized for 32P- content. (C–H) Validation of
selected examples of enhanced cassette exon inclusion in the slow mutant, C4/R749H. RT–PCR was performed on total RNA from
a-amanitin-treated wild-type and Pol II mutant cells, and products were visualized and quantified by Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Primer
coordinates and sequences are in Supplemental Table 1. Biological replicates are shown in Supplemental Figure 3. Note that in most
cases, these exons are also more included in the H1108Y slow mutant and remarkably are often also more included in the fast E1126G
mutant. Exons that are misspliced in cancer cells (Venables et al. 2009) are marked with an asterisk.
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relative to wild type (type I), consistent with the ‘‘window
of opportunity’’ model. On the other hand, E1126G also
promoted inclusion of 319 exons (type II) (Fig. 2A; Table 1).
MATS analysis also revealed an ;2:1 ratio of enhanced
skipping over inclusion in this fast mutant. In some cases,
alternative splicing outcomes could be affected indirectly
by altered expression of splicing or mRNA stability factors
(e.g., SRSF3) (Fig. 2C) in cells expressing mutant Pol II.
Most changes in the abundance of 173 splicing-related
mRNAs (Supplemental Table 2) were less than twofold,
however (Supplemental Fig. 2B,C).
To assess alternative splicing of cassette exons by an

independent method, we conducted RASL-seq (RNA-
mediated oligonucleotide annealing, selection, and ligation
with next-generation sequencing) of polyA+ RNA from
a-amanitin-treated cells expressing wild-type Amr and
C4/R749H, H1108Y, and E1126G mutants. This method
queries splicing of cassette exons by hybridization of
oligonucleotides abutting alternative splicing junctions
followed by ligation, PCR amplification, and high-
throughput sequencing of the products (Li et al. 2012;
Zhou et al. 2012). We analyzed 2221 cassette exons with
more than nine sequencing reads for both the long and
short forms in two biological replicates of the wild-type
Amr and themutants by the edgeRmethod. The results in
Table 1 and Supplemental Table 2 confirmed that the C4/
R749H slow mutant enhanced both inclusion (538 exons;
FDR < 0.05) and skipping (447 exons), relative to wild
type. The slow H1108Y mutant also frequently elevated
exon inclusion (491 exons) and skipping (791 exons)
relative to wild type (Table 1; Supplemental Table 2). In
agreement with the RNA-seq results, RASL-seq of the
fast E1126G mutant revealed a bias in favor of enhanced
exon skipping (759 exons) over inclusion (310 exons).
Overall, there was a good correlation between the fold
changes in cassette exon inclusion detected by RNA-seq
and RASL-seq for C4/R749H and E1126G relative to wild
type (Fig. 1E,F).

Slow and fast elongation rates have overlapping effects
on alternative exon inclusion

Unexpectedly, we observed many instances in which exon
inclusion was perturbed in the same way by both the slow
and fast Pol IImutants. Of the 319 exons detected byRNA-
seq with enhanced inclusion in the fast E1126G mutant,
198 were alsomore highly included in the slow C4/R749H
mutant (Table 1; Fig. 2A). This observationwas reproduced
in a transfected CD44 minigene driven by the CMV
promoter (Stickeler et al. 2001), where inclusion of
alternative exons v4 and v5 was favored by both the
E1126G and H1108Y mutants (Fig. 2B). This result also
shows that effects of these Pol II mutants on alternative
splicing can operate independently of natural promoters.
Similarly, of the 636 exons skipped in the fast mutant,
332 were also skipped in the slow mutant (Figs. 2A, 3;
Table 1). RASL-seq confirmed the extensive overlap be-
tween cassette exons with enhanced inclusion (common
included [CI]) or skipping (common excluded [CE]) relative
to wild type in both the fast and slow Pol II mutants
(Supplemental Tables 1, 3). Together, the RNA-seq and
RASL-seq experiments detected 581 cases of enhanced
skipping and 368 cases of enhanced inclusion that were
common to the fast and slow mutants. In contrast, we
found only 108 cases (only 10 by RNA-seq) (Fig. 2A) in
which slow and fast elongation had opposite effects on
inclusion of a cassette exon.
We tested a subset of the affected cassette exons identi-

fied by RNA-seq and RASL-seq using RT–PCR with flank-
ing primers. The sequencing results were confirmed in 60
out of 60 cases tested where RNA abundance permitted
detection of both spliced isoforms (Supplemental Table 1).
This high rate of validation is consistent with the stringent
criteria used to identify affected cassette exons. The
examples in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate enhanced exon
inclusion and skipping, respectively, in the slow and fast
mutants. These results were reproduced in biological

Table 1. Elongation rate-sensitive cassette exon and retained intron splicing events detected by RNA-seq and RASL-seq of polyA+

RNA from a-amanitin-treated cells expressing fast (E1126G) and slow (C4/R749H and H1108Y) mutants and wild-type Amr Pol II

Mutant (method)

Cassette exon
inclusion vs. wild
type (FDR < 0.05)

Cassette exon
skipping vs. wild
type (FDR < 0.05)

Alternative introns
retained vs. wild
type (FDR < 0.05)

Alternative introns
spliced vs. wild
type (FDR < 0.05)

C4/R749H (RNA-seq) 1007 (13,294) 1148 (13,294) 307 (2523) 183 (2523)
C4/R749H (RASL-seq) 538 (2221) 447 (2221)
E1126G (RNA-seq) 319 636 118 125
E1126G (RASL-seq) 310 759
Common events

C4/R749H+E1126G (RNA-seq)
198 332 73 52

Common events
C4/R749H+E1126G (RASL-seq)

195 321

Common events
C4/R749H (RASL-seq + RNA-seq)

110 109

Common events
E1126G (RASL-seq + RNA-seq)

68 73

H1108Y (RASL-seq) 491 791

Events that are significantly different (FDR < 0.05) in mutants relative to wild-type Amr were identified by the GLM likelihood ratio
test (see the Materials and Methods). Values in parentheses are the total number of alternative splicing events sampled in the RNA-seq
and RASL-seq experiments.
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replicate RNA samples (Supplemental Figs. 3, 4). The two
slow mutants, C4/R749H and H1108Y, usually altered
splicing of a given cassette exon in the same direction
relative to wild type (49 out of 60 cases) but often differed
in the magnitude of the effect (Figs. 2, 3; Supplemental
Figs. 3, 4). On the other hand, the two slow mutants
sometimes had opposite effects on exon inclusion (Fig. 2D;
Supplemental Fig. 3C), underlining the specificity of
splicing phenotypes associated with different Pol II mu-
tants. In some cases, the effects of the slow Pol II mutants
on cassette exon inclusion were mimicked by overex-
pression of a TFIIS dominant-negativemutant (R Sheridan,
N Fong, DL Bentley, in prep.) that is predicted to impede
elongation by a different mechanism through impaired
backtracking (Sigurdsson et al. 2010). Several examples in
which slow and fast elongation had opposite effects on
inclusion of a cassette exon were also validated by RT–
PCR (Fig. 4A–D; Supplemental Fig. 5A–D). Unlike our
previous resultswith aminigene inHep3B cells (de laMata
et al. 2003), inclusion of the fibronectin EDI exon was not
altered significantly by slow or fast Pol II mutants in
HEK293 lines (Supplemental Fig. 5E), reflecting possible
cell type specificity or a difference between endogenous
and transfected genes.
A number of elongation rate-sensitive exons were pre-

viously identified as abnormally spliced in cancer cells.
Notably, the 405 previously identified exon-skipping
events that are misregulated in breast and ovarian tumors
(Venables et al. 2009) are significantly enriched for elonga-
tion rate-sensitive cassette exons over unaffected cassette
exons in our RNA-seq analysis (P-value = 5.628 3 10�6,
one-sided Fisher’s exact test). We identified 106 elongation
rate-sensitive exons (Supplemental Table 2) in HEK293
cells that are abnormally included or skipped in these

tumors relative to normal tissue. Ninety-three of these
exons are sensitive to slow elongation (60 are excluded,
and 33 are included), and 44 are sensitive to fast elongation
(37 are excluded, and seven are included). The elongation
rate effects on several cassette exons misregulated in
tumors were validated by RT–PCR (Figs. 2, 3; Supplemen-
tal Figs. 3, 4), including the transcription factor MAX, the
autophagy regulator WDFY3, the hedgehog signal trans-
ducer TCTN3, the tyrosine kinase tumor suppressor SYK,
and fibroblast growth factor receptor FGFR1. These exons
could represent a particular subset in which the splicing
reaction is close to a ‘‘tipping point’’ that is easily
perturbed by elongation rate or cellular transformation.
An alternative possibility is that abnormal elongation
could underlie some of the missplicing of cassette exons
in tumor cells.
In summary, the sequencing andRT–PCR results (Table 1;

Figs. 2, 3) show that a simple ‘‘window of opportunity’’
model (Fig. 1A) does not easily account for many of the
changes in cassette exon splicing caused by Pol II elonga-
tion rate mutants. Contrary to the model, slow and fast
elongation usually do not have opposite effects on the
inclusion of a given alternative exon. Instead, many of the
alternative cassette exon-splicing decisions that are sensi-
tive to elongation rate are biased in the same direction
when elongation rate deviates above or below that of wild-
type Amr Pol II.

Elongation rate-dependent alternative splicing events
are marked by distinct intron lengths and sequence
motifs

To identify features associated with elongation rate-
dependent exon inclusion or skipping, we examined intron

Figure 3. Enhanced exon skipping in fast and slow Pol II mutants. Validation of selected examples of cassette exons with enhanced
skipping in the slow mutant, C4/R749H. RT–PCR was as in Figure 2, and biological replicates are shown in Supplemental Figure 4.
Note that in most cases, skipping of these exons is also promoted by the H1108Y slow mutant and the fast E1126G mutant. Exons that
are misspliced in cancer cells (Venables et al. 2009) are marked with an asterisk.
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length because it is a potentially important determinant
of the delay between the synthesis of competing splice
sites. SI and CI exons, whose inclusion is enhanced by
both slow and fast mutants, have shorter flanking introns
than cassette exons that are unaffected by elongation rate
(Fig. 4E). FE exons are also flanked by shorter introns.
Conversely, SE and CE exons have longer upstream
introns than unaffected exons (Fig. 4E). The results
suggest that the competitive advantage of a 39 splice site
adjacent to a cassette exon is more likely to be enhanced
by slow elongation or diminished by fast elongation when
cross-intron distances and corresponding transcription
times are short. For reasons that we do not understand,
exons included in slow and fastmutants (SI, FI, and CI) are
longer than those that are excluded (SE, FE, and CE) (Fig.
4E), suggesting that exon definition may be more robust
for longer exons when elongation rate is perturbed.
We examined the strengths of splice sites flanking

elongation rate-sensitive exons (http://genes.mit.edu/
burgelab/maxent/download; Yeo and Burge 2004). Nota-
bly, 39 and 59 splice sites at SI and CI exons are weaker
than those at unaffected or SE exons (Fig. 4F). The 39splice
sites of FE exons are also weak. These results are specific

to splice sites flanking rate-sensitive cassette exons. The
strengths of distal splice sites at the 59 and 39 ends of the
introns upstream of and downstream from affected cassette
exons do not differ significantly fromunaffected alternative
exons (data not shown). Weak splice sites therefore appear
to predispose type I cassette exons for inclusion when
elongation is slow and for skipping when elongation is fast.
This observation suggests that slow elongation enhances
and fast elongation inhibits the efficacy of a subset of weak
splice sites that flank cassette exons. Conversely, type II SE
exons have somewhat stronger splice sites than unaffected
exons. At these sites, slow transcription appears to be
suboptimal for efficient processing, possibly because non-
productive splicing complexes are formed.
To elucidate additional features that distinguish exons

that are included or skippedwhen elongation rate is altered,
we looked for sequence elements enriched around these
exons. We identified 14 consensus sequencemotifs that are
significantly enriched within 200 bases surrounding elon-
gation rate-sensitive exons relative to unaffected exons
(FDR < 0.01, Fisher’s exact test) (Fig. 5A). Among them,
motifs 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, and 12 overlap conserved exonic
splicing regulatory (ESR) sequences (Goren et al. 2006).

Figure 4. Properties of different functional classes of elongation rate-sensitive exons. (A–D) A few cassette exons are included in slow
mutants and skipped in fast mutants. RT–PCR products are shown as in Figure 2, and biological replicates are shown in Supplemental Figure
5, A–D. (E) Functional classes of elongation rate-sensitive cassette exons differ in exon and flanking intron length. Exons were classified
according to the effects of the slow C4/R749H and fast E1126Gmutants on their inclusion in RNA-seq experiments (Supplemental Table 2).
Boxes show median and interquartile range. CI, n = 198; CE, n = 332; SI, n = 809; SE, n = 816; FI, n = 121; FE, n = 304; unaffected (U), n =

10,714. Note that the type I SI and FE exons (blue) have shorter flanking introns than unaffected (purple) or type II SE and FI exons (brown).
The significance of differences in mean lengths of exons and flanking introns relative to unaffected exons were calculated by the Wilcoxon
rank sum test. (*) P-value < 0.05; (**) P-value < 0.01; (***) P-value < 0.001. (F) Functional classes of elongation rate-sensitive cassette exons
(as in E) differ in the strengths of their flanking splice sites. Splice site strength was calculated according to Yeo and Burge (2004). Note that
the type I SI and FE exons have weaker 39 splice sites than unaffected or type II SE and FI exons marked as in E. Box plots are as in E.
Differences from unaffected exons are P-value < 0.05 (*) and P-value < 0.001 (***); Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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Motifs 1 and 11 correspond to previously identified exonic
and intronic splicing enhancers, respectively (Fairbrother
et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2012b). The UG-rich motif 11 re-
sembles binding sites for several regulators of alternative
splicing, including ESRP1, ETR-3, and hnRNPF/H (Dujardin
et al. 2010; Dittmar et al. 2012; Huelga et al. 2012). Motifs 1,
3, 8, 10, 11, and 13 overlap exonic silencers (Wang et al. 2004;
Culler et al. 2010; Ke et al. 2011). Similarly, motifs 3, 4, and 7
resemble the intronic splicing silencers ISS-H, ISS-A, and ISS-B,
respectively, that bind several hnRNPs (Wang et al. 2012c).
Although the sequence elements enriched around type

I and type II exons resemble splicing regulators, their
functions in elongation rate-dependent splicing are still
unclear. What is evident, however, is that sequence
elements enriched at type I and type II exons differ from

one another. Motifs 1–3 are overrepresented within type
II SE and FI exons and their 59 and 39 flanking introns. A
different set of motifs, 4–14, is enriched within type I SI
and FE exons and their flanking introns (Fig. 5B–D). In
summary, these observations show that exons whose
inclusion is affected in different ways by slow and fast
elongation are distinct classes distinguished by different
sets of sequence motifs.

Elongation rate also affects intron retention

Unlike splicing of cassette exons, intron retention does
not involve obvious competition between upstream and
downstream splice sites. For this reason, one might expect
intron inclusion to be insensitive to transcription elonga-

Figure 5. Type I and type II classes of elongation rate-sensitive cassette exons are enriched in different sequence motifs. Type I exons
are defined as those that behave as predicted by the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model (i.e., slow inclusion and fast exclusion) (Fig. 1A),
whereas type II exons do not conform with the model (i.e., slow exclusion and fast inclusion). (A) Fourteen consensus sequences
assembled by hierarchical clustering of enriched hexamers (FDR < 0.005) within elongation rate-sensitive exons and 200 bases
(excluding splice sites) of adjacent 59 and 39 introns relative to the same regions at unaffected (U) cassette exons (see the Materials and
Methods). Y-axes represent relative frequency. (B–D) Enrichment of motifs 1–14 in the 59 intron and 39 intron and exon sequences of
different functional classes of elongation rate-sensitive exons as in Figure 4E. Note that motifs 1–3 are generally enriched at type II SE
and FI exons, whereas motifs 4–14 are more enriched at type I SI and FE exons. Heat maps were plotted using heatmap.2 in gplots of the R
package. The distance of the solid green line from the dotted center line of each color cell is proportional to the measured enrichment.
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tion rate. We were therefore surprised to discover many
examples of altered intron retention in Rpb1 mutants
(Table 1). In the slow C4/R749H mutant, we identified
307 cases of enhanced intron retention (FDR < 0.05) out of
2523 events sampled and 183 cases of enhanced splicing
(Table 1). In the fast E1126G mutant, 118 introns were
preferentially retained, and 125 were excised relative to
wild type (Table 1). By RT–PCR, we confirmed these
effects of elongation rate on intron retention in 15 out of
15 cases in which RNA abundance permitted both PCR
products to be detected by ethidium bromide staining (Fig.
6A–E; Supplemental Fig. 6; Supplemental Table 1). In some
cases, the slow and fast mutants both promoted retention
of the same intron (Fig. 6; Supplemental Fig. 6A,C,E). We
cannot exclude the possibility that the stability of some
transcripts with retained introns is altered due to changes
in nonsense-mediated RNA decay (NMD) in Pol II mutant
lines, but the results are not consistent with a generalized
effect of this type, as the mutants enhanced intron
retention or excision in a gene-specific way (Table 1).
We also noted that both slow and fast Rpb1 mutants
favored retention of longer alternatively spliced introns
(Fig. 6F).
Since elongation rate can influence excision of retained

introns, we investigated whether constitutive intron re-
moval might also be affected. HEK293 cells were tran-
siently transfected with expression vectors for the Amr

Rpb1 mutants and a b-globin reporter. Splicing was
monitored by RNase protection using antisense probes
spanning intron 1 and 2 splice sites. Splicing of these
constitutive introns was inhibited by both slow and fast
mutants relative to wild-type Amr (Fig. 7A, B). This
observation is reminiscent of reduced splicing at rela-
tively strong splice sites flanking the SE class of cassette
exons (Fig. 4F) and reduced splicing of long retained

introns in slow and fast mutants (Fig. 6F). The inhibition
of constitutive splicing by slow elongation appears to
operate on chromosomal genes also, as the fraction of
RNA-seq reads from within constitutive introns was
elevated in libraries from the C4/R749H-expressing cells
(4.1%) relative to wild-type Amr (2.9%). We did not
observe enrichment of constitutive intron reads in the
fast mutant but note that RNA-seq libraries from polyA+

RNA are probably underrepresented for intron-contain-
ing transcripts. These results in human cells are consis-
tent with the finding that constitutive splicing in yeast is
inhibited by fast elongation, but, in contrast to our
results, slow elongation was reported to enhance consti-
tutive splicing in yeast and Drosophila (Khodor et al.
2011; Braberg et al. 2013). Like alternative splicing, it
therefore seems likely that fast and slow elongation can
affect different constitutive splicing events differently.

Discussion

The compatible rates of splicing and transcription permit
mRNA processing to occur simultaneously or cotranscrip-
tionally. In principle, concurrent synthesis and splicing of
the nascent transcript may or may not be mechanistically
coupled to one another (Lazarev and Manley 2007). If
it were coupled, however, the rate of elongation could
potentially change the outcome of splicing reactions. In
this study, we investigated how transcriptional elongation
rate affects alternative splicing usingmutants in conserved
residues of the Pol II large subunit funnel (C4/R749H) and
trigger loop (H1108Y and E1126G) domains. These mu-
tants slow down (C4/R749H and H1108Y) or speed up
(E1126G) in vitro elongation byDrosophila and yeast Pol II
(Chen et al. 1996; Malagon et al. 2006; Kaplan et al. 2008).
They faithfully displayed the same phenotypes in vivo

Figure 6. Transcription elongation rate effects on
alternative intron retention. (A–E) Validation of
selected examples of retained introns with reduced
splicing in the slow mutant, C4/R749H. RT–PCR
was as in Figure 2 ,and biological replicates are
shown in Supplemental Figure 6. Note that reten-
tion of these introns is also promoted by the H1108Y
slow mutant and, in some cases, also by the fast
E1126G mutant. (F) Intron retention in both fast and
slow mutants correlates with intron length. Boxes
show the median and interquartile range of intron
length.
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when transposed into human Pol II, as shown by GRO-seq
after release from a DRB block (Fig. 1C,D,G; Supplemental
Fig. 1B–F). RNA-seq and RASL-seq analysis of Pol II
mutant cell lines revealed significant changes in inclusion
of ;15%–40% of the cassette exons examined (Table 1;
Figs. 2–4; Supplemental Figs. 3–5) in both slow and fast
mutants relative to wild-type Pol II. These values probably
underestimate the total number of elongation rate-sensi-
tive splicing events, as our results are not saturating and
are limited to HEK293 cells. Previously identified FN EDI
and CFTR exon 9 that are affected by slow elongation in
other cell types (de laMata et al. 2003; Dujardin et al. 2014)
were not identified as significant hits. In addition, several
cases of elongation rate-sensitive cassette exons identified
by RASL-seq and confirmed by RT–PCR were not identi-
fied as significant by RNA-seq with our cutoff of FDR <
0.05. Alternative intron retention was also affected by
elongation rate in many cases (Table 1; Fig. 6; Supplemen-
tal Fig. 6). Abnormally slow and fast elongation rates are
also both suboptimal for splicing of some constitutive
introns (Fig. 7A, B). Previous work has documented wide-
spread cotranscriptional splicing of nascent transcripts in
several systems, including human cell lines (Khodor et al.
2011, 2012; Bhatt et al. 2012; Tilgner et al. 2012; for review,
see Brugiolo et al. 2013). The pervasive effects of elonga-
tion rate on splicing reported here strongly suggest that
mechanistic coupling between concurrent transcription
and nascent pre-mRNA splicing is quite general.
We show that a relativelymodest increase or decrease in

elongation rate can have substantial effects on splicing of
alternative exons and introns. This finding begs the
question of whether physiological regulation of elongation
rate exerts a significant influence on alternative splicing.
In favor of this possibility, elongation rates vary between

genes and within genes (Danko et al. 2013; Jonkers et al.
2014; Veloso et al. 2014) over a range (;0.5–4 kb/min) that
overlaps the average rates of the slow C4/R749H and fast
E1126G mutants used here (0.5–1.9 kb/min) (Fig. 1D;
Supplemental Fig. 2A). Furthermore, elongation rates have
been reported to change in response to physiological
stimuli (Danko et al. 2013) that could thereby regulate
alternative splicing. Intriguingly, many elongation rate-
sensitive cassette exons in our HEK293 cell lines are also
abnormally included or skipped in breast and ovarian
tumors (Figs. 2, 3; Supplemental Table 2; Venables et al.
2009). The importance of this observation remains to be
tested; however, it is consistent with the possibility that
abnormal elongation contributes to the widely docu-
mented pathology of alternative splicing in cancer and
other diseases (David and Manley 2010; Germann et al.
2012). In this respect, it is noteworthy that several onco-
gene products are implicated in control of transcription
elongation (Rahl et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2011).
A commonly accepted model for the relation between

elongation rate and splicing proposes that slow transcrip-
tion will expand the window of opportunity for recogni-
tion of the 39 splice site upstream of an alternative exon
so that it competes effectively with the next downstream
39 splice site, resulting in inclusion of that exon (Fig. 1A;
de la Mata et al. 2003). Transcriptome analysis of Pol II
mutant cells permitted us to test how widely the ‘‘win-
dow of opportunity’’ model applies to splicing at endog-
enous genes. In accord with this mechanism, we found
that slow elongation by the C4/R749H mutant promoted
alternative exon inclusion in many cases, confirming
previous studies that were limited to fewer genes (de la
Mata et al. 2003; Ip et al. 2011). In particular, we found
that exon inclusion was favored by slow elongation in
cases in which the exons are relatively long, the flanking
introns are short, and the proximal 39 and 59 splice sites
are weak (Fig. 4E,F). In many but not all cases, a second
slow mutant, H1108Y, behaved similarly to C4/R749H
with respect to cassette exon inclusion (Table 1; Figs. 2–4;
Supplemental Figs. 3–5).
Whether fast elongation also affects alternative splic-

ing has not been examined previously, but it is predicted
to constrain the window of opportunity for recognition of
upstream 39 splice sites, thereby favoring exon skipping
(Fig. 1A). We found that fast elongation did indeed favor
exon skipping about twice as frequently as inclusion
(Table 1). The short flanking introns and weak splice
sites characteristic of SI and FE type I exons (Fig. 4E,F) are
features predicted to reduce the delay between synthesis
of competing splice sites while increasing the time re-
quired for cassette exon recognition. These features of
type I exons are predicted by the ‘‘window of opportunity’’
model to make alternative splicing sensitive to elonga-
tion rate. On the other hand, we also found numerous
cases of type II exons in which slow elongation provoked
skipping (SE), and fast elongation provoked inclusion (FI)
(Table 1; Figs. 2, 3). The behavior of this class of exons is
not explained by the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model in a
simple way. Type II exons have longer 39 flanking introns
and stronger 39 splice sites than type I exons (Fig. 4E,F).

Figure 7. Elongation rate effects on constitutive splicing. (A,B)
Splicing of intron 1 (A) and intron 2 (B) of human b-globin
transcripts is inhibited by fast and slow elongation. RNase
protection of transcripts from a-amanitin-treated HEK293 cells
transfected with the pSVb128 globin reporter and expression
vectors for wild type (WT), slow R749H mutants, or fast E1126G
Rpb1 mutants. Antisense RNA probes are indicated on the map.
Ratios of spliced:unspliced transcripts normalized for 32P-U
content are shown below each lane. (C) A ‘‘Goldilocks’’ model
for kinetic coupling of transcription with splicing, reflecting our
observations that at many splice sites, an optimal elongation
rate is required to achieve a ‘‘normal’’ processing outcome.
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Remarkably, type II exons share a common set of enriched
sequence motifs that is distinct from those found at type I
exons (Fig. 5). Together, the functional properties and
sequence content of type I and type II exons suggest that
they constitute two fundamentally distinct classes of alter-
native exon.
One rationale for the paradoxical behavior of type II

exons is that splicing silencer or enhancer function asso-
ciated with the motifs around these exons can be strength-
ened or weakened by altered elongation rate, resulting in
more or less exon inclusion. For example, the results are
consistent with the idea that silencing activity associated
with elements enriched at type II exons (e.g., motifs 1–3)
(Fig. 5) is strengthened by slow elongation, causing skip-
ping, and weakened by fast elongation, causing inclusion.
The behavior of type II exons could equally be explained if
local enhancers were weakened by slow elongation or
strengthened by fast elongation. It is possible that si-
lencers/enhancers associated with sequence elements
around type I exons (e.g., motifs 4–14 in Fig. 5) are also
modulated by elongation rate. In the future, it will be of
interest to test these ideas by asking whether association
of RNA-binding proteins with sites near sensitive
exons is affected by elongation rate. While this study
was in preparation, evidence for an elongation rate effect
was reported for a silencer near CFTR exon 9. In intron 8 of
this gene, binding of the silencer protein ETR-3 was en-
hanced when elongation was inhibited by camptothecin,
resulting in exon skipping (Dujardin et al. 2014).
A critical test of the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model is

whether slow and fast elongation have opposite effects on
the splicing of individual cassette exons. A major finding
of this study is the high frequency, ;50% (Figs. 2A, 3;
Table 1), of cases in which fast and slow mutants both
perturbed alternative exon inclusion relative to wild-type
Pol II but did so in the same direction rather than having
opposing effects. Although we did find examples of
opposing effects of slow and fast elongation (Fig. 4A–D;
Supplemental Fig. 5A–D; Supplemental Table 2) on cas-
sette exon splicing, they are a relatively small minority.
We also found that fast and slow mutants influence
constitutive splicing and alternative intron retention,
events that do not involve competition between splice sites
(Figs. 6, 7). Together, these diverse observations demon-
strate that elongation rate frequently affects splicing in
ways not predicted by the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model.
If the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ model cannot account

for the many cases in which slow and fast elongation bias
alternative and constitutive splicing in the same direc-
tion, then what mechanisms might be responsible? We
suggest that coupling of splicing with transcription is
a ‘‘Goldilocks’’-like phenomenon that requires an optimal
elongation rate (Fig. 7C). This situation would arise if two
or more parameters that influence a given splicing event
vary as a function of elongation rate in different ways.
Two such parameters, which are not completely indepen-
dent, are nascent RNA folding and protein binding to
splice sites, silencers, and enhancers. Cotranscriptional
RNA folding is well known to be affected by the rate of
growth of the RNA chain, with slow elongation favoring

sequential folding, and fast elongation favoring nonsequen-
tial pathways with production of bigger loops (Pan and
Sosnick 2006). RNA folding can, in turn, restrict access to
processing or regulatory sites in the nascent RNA (Eperon
et al. 1988; Libri et al. 1995; Buratti and Baralle 2004). It is
also possible that the rate of elongation could influence
protein binding to the nascent transcript independently of
RNA folding. In the future, it will be of interest to de-
termine how these important aspects of nascent RNA
metabolism are influenced by elongation rate.We speculate
that an optimal range of elongation rates for RNA Pol II
evolved under selection pressure for effective kinetic cou-
pling with cotranscriptional splicing, an idea that is consis-
tent with the conservation of residues in the large subunit
that limit the speed of transcription (Batada et al. 2004).

Materials and methods

Plasmids

The B10 epitope-tagged human Rpb1 wild-type Amr cDNA
sequence from pAT7h1aAmr (Nguyen et al. 1996) was inserted
into the HindIII–Not1 site of pcDNA5/FRT/TO (Invitrogen). The
R749H, H1108Y, and E1126G mutations were introduced by
mismatch overlap extension PCR. The pSVb128 human b-globin
reporter has been described (Fong and Bentley 2001).

Transient transfection and RNA analysis

HEK293 cells were transfected with 5 mg of reporter plasmid,
2.5 mg of Rpb1 expression vectors, and 0.5 mg of pSPVA Pol III
transcribed loading control (data not shown) by CaPO4 pre-
cipitation. a-Amanitin (2.5mg/mL) was added after 12–16 h, and
cells were harvested ;30 h later. RNase protection was as
described (Fong and Bentley 2001). Fixed, dried gels were
quantified by PhosphorImager using Imagequant software.
Ratios of spliced:unspliced and cleaved:uncleaved transcripts
were corrected for 32P-U content of the protected fragments.

RT–PCR

RT reactions (2.0 mg total RNA in 20 mL) primed with random
nonamers were incubated with Protoscript II reverse transcriptase
(New England Biolabs) and dNTPs for 60 min at 42°C and then
diluted to 60 mL. We amplified 1.0 mL of the cDNA in 50-mL PCR
reactions for 30 cycles (15 sec at 94°C, 15 sec at 55°C, and 1min at
72°C). Primers are described in Supplemental Table 1. In all cases,
RT-minus controls were negative (data not shown).

Cell lines

pcDNA5/FRT/TO-Rpb1 Amr constructs were integrated into
Flp-In-293 cells (Invitrogen) using Flp recombinase-mediated
site-specific recombination. The cells were maintained in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 200 mg/mL hygromycin
B, 6.5 mg/mL blasticidin, and penicillin/streptomycin. All exper-
iments were performed after induction with 2.0 mg/mL doxycy-
cline for 12–16 h and treatment with 2.5 mg/mL a-amanitin for
a further 42 h, at which time all cell lines were viable, and
endogenous Pol II was inactive.

GRO-seq

Doxycycline-induced, a-amanitin-treated (42 h) cells were treated
with 100 mM DRB for 3 h. Nuclei were harvested at this time (t =
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0) and 10 and 20 min after washing out the DRB by washing three
times in PBS and replacing with fresh the medium. GRO-seq with
BrUTP labeling was as described (Core et al. 2008). Sequencing
reads were trimmed at their 39 ends to remove adapters, including
polyA sequences, with the cutadapt program. Sequences >16 base
pairs (bp) were mapped to the human genome (version hg18) by
Bowtie with parameters ‘‘-l25 -n2 -e 200-best-strata.’’ Mapped
readswithmultiple locations were filtered out, andmultiple reads
with same genomic locations were kept, up to four. University of
California at Santa Cruz refGene was used as gene annotation,
and for genes with the same TSS, the longest one was kept. Reads
were visualized on the Integrative Genomics Viewer browser
(Fig. 1G; Supplemental Fig. 1B–F). To make the composite GRO-
seq map, the genes were aligned at TSSs, and mapped reads were
counted in 100-bp bins. The counts were normalized to 1 million
total reads per sample. For each cell line, reads per kilobase of
sequence per million mapped reads (RPKM) was calculated for
the control sample without DRB treatment, and only the genes
with RPKM >0.5 were kept for meta-analysis. The binned
counts for all genes were averaged by position and normalized
by the relative gene expression in the ‘‘no DRB’’ sample. The
meta-profiles were smoothed with a 1-kb moving window. The
front of the Pol II wave at each time point after DRB release
was computed as the position at which the signal reached
half of that in the ‘‘no DRB’’ control sample. These front
positions relative to the TSS for the three time points (DRB-
3h as 0, 10 min, 20 min) were linearly fitted to estimate the
elongation rate.

RNA-seq and RASL-seq

RNA-seq libraries from doxycycline-induced a-amanitin-
treated cells expressing wild-type Amr, C4/R749H, and
E1126G Rpb1 were made using the Illumina TruSEQ RNA
library kit version 2 (catalog no. RS-122-2001) from polyA+

RNAwith random priming. Paired-end (100-bp) RNA-seq reads
from biological replicate samples (Supplemental Table 3) were
mapped individually without merging by TopHat (version 1.4.1)
with a default option. For DJ analysis, we pooled the replicate
samples of R749H and E1126G and compared them with in-
dividual wild-type replicate samples. Coordinates of target exons
and introns with their surrounding exons were calculated from
the Human.Ensembl.GRCh37.65.gtf file. For alternate exon
analysis, junction and nonjunction reads across these target
exons and introns were counted using MATS (Shen et al. 2012),
and junction reads only were analyzed by a new pipeline that we
developed called DJ. For retained intron analysis, nonjunction
counts were used in DJ.

RASL-seq was performed as described (Li et al. 2012) with
the following modifications. A pool of oligonucleotides was
designed to detect 5582 alternative splicing events. For each
event, a set of three oligonucleotides was designed for detect-
ing two alternative isoforms, including one oligonucleotide
against common donor/acceptor of the splicing junction, while
two other oligonucleotides targeted the acceptors/donors of
two unique isoforms, respectively. The sequencing reads were
first decoded by multiplex sample barcodes and were then
mapped using Bowtie to a customized sequence index based on
the expected donor–acceptor pair sequences. Up to two mis-
matches were allowed, with a maximum of one mismatch in
either donor or acceptor sequences. The mapped number of
reads for each junction pair was counted as the level of the
corresponding isoform.

We developed DJ in order to handle variation among replicates
and calculate the significance of mean fold changes. This
approach has the advantage of using the GLM (McCullagh and

Nelder 1989), which was applied to test relative exclusion and
inclusion of alternatively spliced sequence elements. Given a
target event i of a cassette exon or retained intron, the probability
of observing read count Yig in experiment group g can be
calculated by the negative binomial Yig ; NB(mig, ui), in which
the mean value mig and a tag-wise dispersion ui are estimated
from the pool of replicates. Using the edgeR package in R
(Robinson et al. 2010), we tested the significance of relative
inclusion and exclusion effects in Pol II mutants compared with
the wild-type Amr control group. For this purpose, we designed
a GLM model represented by m = b0 + b1e + b2g + b3ge, where e

indicates event indicator (1 indicates inclusion, and 0 indicates
exclusion), and g indicates group indicator (1 indicates test
group, and 0 indicates background group). The parameter b0 in-
dicates global mean, and b1 and b2 indicate the main effect of an
event (inclusion or exclusion) and group (mutation or control).
The interaction term b3 indicates the effect of a slow/fastmutation
on relative inclusion of a target exon or intron. Using the null
model m = b0 + b1e + b2g, we performed a likelihood ratio test. The
multiple P-values were corrected with the Benjamini-Hochberg
method using the p.adjust method in R.

Motif analysis

We identified enriched hexamer motifs in different classes of
elongation rate-sensitive exons and 200-bp regions upstream and
downstream, excluding the last 20 bp of the 59 intron and the first
6 bp of the 39 intron as described in Fairbrother et al. (2002). A total
of 698 6mers were enriched (Fisher’s exact test, FDR < 0.005) in
these regions relative to unaffected exons, and we organized them
into 14 groups using hierarchical clustering with the average
agglomerationmethod option (hclust and cutree with threshold = 3,
in the R package) where each group has six or more members. The
sequences within each group were aligned to one another by
clustalw2 (Larkin et al. 2007), and position weight matrices
(Stormo et al. 1982) were made from the alignments using a
uniform background distribution. The 4-by-l position weight
matrix (PWM) for a particular 6mer motif alignment contains an
element PWM = logMij/bi, where l is a length of an alignment
(more than six when gap is allowed at the edge), and Mij is a
frequency of nucleotide j at site index i. The PWM score of a
sequence was calculated as

PWM = max
p

+
L�l + 1

p= 1

PWMij:

Heat maps were plotted using heatmap.2 in gplots of the R
package.

Accession numbers

All sequencing data have been deposited at NCBI Gene Expres-
sion Omnibus under accession number GSE63375.
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